Economical Work-Space Environments
We offer a comprehensive line of Clean Bench and Workstation models incorporating either HEPA or ULPA air filtration systems. These units provide practical and economical work-space environments for use in pharmaceutical or hospital applications such as isolating a manufacturing process or for conducting research.

Table Top, Stand-up, or Sit-down
Choose from table top, stand-up, or sit-down versions. They are offered in a variety of materials for controlling airborne contamination within a small space.

Vertical and Horizontal Flow Combinations
Clean Benches and Workstations are available in an almost endless array of vertical and horizontal flow combinations. We can help you choose the combination that suits your particular application. We offer products designed to accommodate the most stringent clean room conditions as well as systems engineered for applications requiring a lower level of cleanliness.

For more information, consult with a CRI representative in your area or call our factory Sales Department.

A variety of factory-installed options are available; or units can be customized to meet your unique requirements.
Designing flexible solutions is standard at Clean Rooms International. If you have a unique problem, we have the expertise required to solve it. We’ll develop a creative solution for adding clean air, extracting contaminants, isolating a major problem area, and more.

Unlike companies that offer either commodity products or custom installations, we do both. This allows our engineering staff to meet your requirements with maximum efficiency and expertise.

Everything we do in this area is customer driven. Working with us to control an environment is limited only by your imagination.

Consult with your area representative or our factory on your next project.